
Condensed from Motivating the Middle: Fighting Apathy in College 
Student Organizations by TJ Sullivan 

“Middle-third members care about the organization, but they worry... about their leadership 
abilities... about not being able to handle the other priorities in their lives... or they simply 
prefer to play a supporting role.  They can be motivated, however.”

• Ask their opinion - but don’t ask them to do anything else.

• Ask, “What one thing do you think we could be doing that we aren’t that would make this 
group stronger?”  Then, listen to the idea.

• Start and end your meetings on time.  Make it a near-religious leadership committ-
ment.

• Involve your members’ significant others - prevent organizational events from infring-
ing upon their “together time” with their friends and family.

• Give members options - avoid mandatory events that force members to take part in pro-
grams they don’t enjoy.

• Minimize conflict within your organization - prevent middle-third members from get-
ting burned out by constant conflicts.

• Let middle-third members take the lead on things they enjoy.

• Thank them for participating - even a simple “thank you” can improve a member’s en-
gagement.

• Offer assistance for other stressful areas - helping middle-third members with oth-
er stressors in their lives can improve their energy level when it’s time to work with your 
organization.

• Give them a meaningful support role - middle-third members can feel wanted helping 
out with low-key, low-visibility tasks.

• Ask for help on one specific, limited-time task - engage middle-third members in 
something that requires their talents for only a short time without requiring a long-term 
committment.

• Take some personal time with them - middle-third members may feel more comfortable 
engaging with other members/leaders on a personal, one-on-one basis.

• Slow down on the decisions - make sure that rapid-fire decision making amongst top-
third members isn’t silencing input from the middle third.


